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The Regional HSE Meet on Central region was organized at Ahmedabad under the guidance of CO (HSE) department on 20.12.2018. Chief Guest Sh. P M Shah, Joint Director (IH&S), Govt. of Gujarat inaugurated the HSE meet. Sh. S P Garg, ED (HSE & TQM) - CO, Sh. U P Bhagat, CGM (O&M-GPU) & OIC, Gandhar, Sh. M K Tiwari, CGM (O&M-NG P/L) & OIC, Vadodara, Sh. R Kumar, Zonal CGM, OIC Cell, Ahmedabad, Sh. N K Parmar, CGM (Const.), Dibiyapur, Sh. D K Sharma, CGM (F&S), Sh. S K Mehrotra, GM (GPU O&M), OIC, Vaghodia & Heads of F&S of different sites under central region and also from Pata participated in the meet. The theme of the meet was “Continuing HSE Excellence for sustainable future”

Sh. D K Sharma, CGM (F&S), welcomed the Chief Guest, ED (HSE&TQM), all OICs & F&S officials from all sites under central region and Pata during inaugural session. He highlighted the activities of the central region and various activities of F&S of the region. Sh. M K Tiwari CGM (O&M-NG P/L) & OIC, Vadodara and Sh. U P Bhagat, CGM (O&M-GPU) & OIC, Gandhar and other CGM's addressed the gathering.

Sh. S P Garg, ED (HSE & TQM) – CO addressed the gathering and spoke about the HSE management system of GAIL, Pipeline Integrity Management System, EHSM Module, BBS, Safety Training Kiosk and also F&S systems upgradation. Sh. P M Shah, JD (IH&S) Govt. of Gujarat, Ahmedabad also briefed about the different rules, regulation of the Government of Gujrat and also highlighted the HSE importance / aspects of Natural Gas Pipeline Business. Sh. N K Parmar, CGM (Const.), Dibiyapur, Sh. R Kumar, Zonal CGM, OIC Cell, and Ahmedabad also addressed the gathering for HSE importance & requirement in GAIL's Business.

A brief presentation was given by Co-HSE Department, Vadodara – O&M group and Fire & Safety representatives from different sites including Pata covering HSE performance, Compliance Status of OISD/ESA /ISA/PNGRB recommendations, Compliance Status of F&S policy, Implementation status of EHSM-SAP, HSE Initiatives & Highlights, Sharing of ideas & concern for achieving excellence in the field of HSE. A Case Study/HSE Initiatives were also given by Pata Plant. The main idea behind organizing this meet was to have formal interactive session, discussion / brainstorming for improving the HSE Management system at sites thereby making the safe working environment with in the plant and for society at large.

The Meeting has been starter with Lamp Lightening ceremony by Dignitaries.
Some of the Moments captured during the Regional HSE Meet

Welcome address by CGM(F&S), Vijaipur and CGM(NG P/L O&M), Vadodara

Inaugural Address by ED(HSE & TQM), Corporate Office
Feedback session, Open house discussion & Valedictory

Suggestions came during feedback session as follows:

1. CGM (Mktg.), Ahmedabad expressed the concern that preliminary Safety audit may be conducted for all the customers terminal (inside the customer premises) for confidence building among the customers about the safety. ED (HSE & TQM) advised that possibility of hiring a third party agency for conducting the Safety audit of such customers terminals may be explored. (Action By: CGM (Mktg.-Ahm.) Target Date: 28.02.2019).

2. CGM (Mktg.) also suggested for providing safety kit and liveries to the marketing executives as they are visiting the customers industries. It was conveyed that Safety Kit and Liveries are issued only to the employees working in the plant premises as per HR Policy. {No Further Action Required}

3. During the meet it was suggested for engaging the Company Doctor’s on GAIL roll for the process plants like Gandhar where nearby medical assistance is not available. As per Factory Act, doctor to be engaged in all the plants, However for provision of Company doctor, matter may be taken up with Corporate HR {Action by: OIC, Gandhar Target Date: 31.03.2019}

4. It was also opined that possibility of opening Skill development center may be explored for educating and training the contract employees on safety and O&M activities. It was advised that site can engage a third party agency for providing such trainings to the contract employees. {Action By: Head F&S- C/R, Target Date: 31.03.2019}

5. Some sites raised the concern for the shortage of F&S Manpower at the sites. It was informed that a consolidated requirement of F&S manpower has already been forwarded to Corporate HRD and action being taken for the recruitment of the F&S manpower {No Further action required}.

6. Some sites raised the concern for the provision of clean agent system as per PNGRB guidelines for the compliance of the various audit points like T4S, OISD etc. It was informed that action for the same has already been taken, a committee for the provision of the same has been formulated and once approved the same will be shared with all the participants {Action by GM (HSE)} complied.

Sharing of information:

7. Co-HSE department informed the attendees that all sites should take initiatives in developing new and latest technology for HSE Excellence.

8. It was also informed that as HSE initiative Co- HSE Department, Safety Training Kiosk are being provided at Pata and Vijaipur for Safety Training and feedback of the regular and contract employees. Similar action may be taken by other sites also.

9. It was also suggested to all the sites F&S Heads to participate and present papers in the conferences in India and Abroad.